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EVERWIN’s Comprehensive Lineup of Furniture Manufacturing Solutions. 

When Consistency, Precision, and Speed Matters. 

 

When it comes to industrial furniture manufacturing, there is a complex process requiring a host of 
different tools and fasteners to secure many different intricate pieces together. This industry 
demands constant innovation in new technologies and solutions for its highly skilled workers. 
Given the large breadth of different applications, this is one of our largest lineups catering from the 
smallest of customizations to the biggest.  
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As you see in our “Tool Recommendation: Furniture Manufacturing” chart, we’ve done our best to 
simplify our catalog’s wide array of solutions. There is always that perfect tool for the job, whether 
it’s assembling a chair, upholstering a sofa, applying fine trim, securing cloth to a mattress core, or 
even stapling a spring to a flat base. While others have chosen to shy away from producing low-
volume products such as the ECAR Mattress Stapler, at EVERWIN we provide a solution for even 
the most specialist of applications.  
 
Because speed and consistency matters in manufacturing, our tools such as the P88SJ deliver the 
most consistent clinch and yield rate among its class. We hold the only true industrial grade 18 
gauge tools, the FN1850 and the FS9040, which are both built to withstand factory harsh 
environments. While in the 16 gauge class, we have been able to deliver a nimble SN41S5 
designed to maneuver furniture blocks effortlessly. At EVERWIN we are keen on making this labor-
intensive sector as effective and efficient as possible. 
 
Have a look at our catalog to find the perfect solution for each stage of the process.  
 
 
#   #   # 
 
About EVERWIN PNEUMATIC 
 
EVERWIN® was founded in 2012 by a group of American and Taiwanese pneumatic tool experts, 
each boasting decades of experience and success in the world of pneumatic fastening. They 
founded the company with one shared goal in mind— to “build a brand the fastening industry can 
rely on for consistency and efficiency”. EVERWIN quickly garnered recognition as a premier brand 
for industrial fastening tools. With strong roots in the industrial market, EVERWIN has a different 
take on construction nailers and staplers from most price-driven manufacturers today; and with a 
touch of innovation, its 2017 and 2018 product introductions earned EVERWIN back-to-back Pro 
Tool Innovation Awards. 

https://www.everwinpneumatic.com/product/specialty-tool/ECAR-S
https://www.everwinpneumatic.com/product/specialty-tool/P88SJ
https://www.everwinpneumatic.com/product/medium-heavy-wire-stapler/SN41S5

